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About Wes

Wedding Videography

Aloha! My name is Wesley Larsen. I was 
raised in Hawaii, and I have been filmmaking 
and editing for the past 12 years. I’ve worked 
hard to gain recognition and grow my skills 
through filming. Working alongside the best 
in the wedding industry, I’ve mastered my 
craft and gained experience crucial for 
high-class wedding videography. With my 
expertise, I can make your magic day come 
to life through film.

All our products are in house, from the film 
making to the post production process. This 
is an advantage for specific details you  may 
want to showcase or a certain story you 
desire to tell. I pride myself  on being accessi-
ble throughout the whole production process, 
in order to create a memorable and pleasant 
experience.

Professional Videographer
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Our smallest package provides two hours of  footage that include your choice of  
coverage; From the moments of  getting ready and heading to the ceremony, to 
beautiful “after-ceremony” shots. It’s a great option for those who are having 
intimate weddings or elopements. Although a smaller package, your wedding 
video will be a lovely capture of  your complete wedding-day story.

Two-Hour Package

$2,000

Four-Hour Package

$3,500

Our four-hour package has been a popular option for smaller weddings. It’s best 
for those who want to include more coverage of  their special day. This package 
gives us the time to capture little details, along with being able to head to a remote 
location for extra shots - if  that is something that you’d want. An additional two 
hours will ensure that we don’t miss any important moments or any extra 
delights. 

Our most popular package for a wedding video is our six-hour option. A great 
choice for large wedding parties. If  you are planning to have more than 30 guests, 
then we will provide an additional camera operator to make sure we do not miss a 
thing. We arrive at the location an hour before the event in order to set up. We will 
also shoot any special preparations before the wedding begins. Any coverage from 
the bride and groom getting ready to reading a special love note; we will capture 
all your special moments. 

Six-Hour Package

$5,000



*All packages include one free revision, 8-10 week turnaround 
time, and audio for vows and  speeches during ceremony and 
reception. Also drone coverage of  location permits.
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$5,000

$5,000

Eight-Hour Package

$7,000

Our 8-hour package is perfect for a long-day wedding with a large party of  guests. 
Due to the length of  time in this package, we are able to capture every moment 
from your special day from start to finish. From capturing the wedding party 
getting ready, to filming the last person on the dance floor, we won’t miss a thing. 
The final product will be an amazing 6-8 minute video that will allow you to relive 
your special day for the rest of  your life.

$9,000

Ten-Hour Package
Our 10-hour option is a premium offer. It is a large amount of  footage that allows 
the option to split up shooting time into two days - if  you want to capture additional 
footage, either post or pre-wedding day. Some ideas for footage could include the 
beautiful surroundings, welcoming the bridal party the day before, or even on-site 
scenes of  your dream destination wedding.  Our premium option will allow our team 
to get the most footage possible,.
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808-276-0640

wes@weslarsenmedia.com

Located In Maui

Shooting High-Class Videos All Over The Globe

Contact Us For A Wedding Video Inquiry


